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1 Name of Course / Module Islamic Jurisprudence (Ushul Fiqh) 

2 Course Code EU5210 

3 Credit Value 2 credit hours 

4 Objective 

1.      To help the students to obtain an adequate 

knowledge of the sources of Islamic Jurisprudence and 

the methods of interpretation, deduction and inference. 
 

2.      To enable the students to have a modern approach 

to the present economic problems in lights of the 

knowledge of Ushul al-Fiqh 

 

3.      To equip the students with the ability to develop an 

Islamic Economic Methodology as a new alternative. 

5 Learning Outcomes 

Understanding the sources of Islamic Jurisprudence, 

Islamic Economic Methodology and the 

implementation of Islamic Economic law.   

6 Synopsis 

It is designed to provide knowledge of the methods of 

interpretation to understand legal texts (ayat al 

ahkam) of the Holy Qur’an.  The discussion will be 

focused on various forms of textual expressions (al-

Alfaz), commands and prohibition (al awamir wa al 

nawahi), and textual implications (al-dalalah), 

conflicts of evidences (Ta‘aruÌ), abrogation (Naskh), 

and Maqasid al-Shari‘ah.  The theoretical guidelines 

and the economic of the Maxims of Fiqh (Qawa‘id al-

Fiqhiyah) will also be covered in this course 
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student’s structural notes 

8 Lecturer Zaini Muchlis, Lc.,MIRKH 

9 Correspondence 

IPIEF Room 304, Postgraduate building, 3 ground floor 

E-mail: zaini.muchlis@umy.ac.id 

WA: 081339307629 

10 Consultation time Monday and Tuesday (8.00am to 13.00pm)  

11 Academic Evaluation 

Test Competency I (30%), and II (35%) 

Assignment (15%) 

Attendance (10%) 

Total 100% 

 

 

 

COURSE OUTLINE 

Meeting Course Materials 

1 - 3th meeting 

Introduction  

a)   Clarification of the terms Usul al-Fiqh, Fiqh and  

b)  Review of the sources of Islamic jurisprudence: Quran & Sunnah 

4- 5th meeting 

Methodologies of Deduction 

Indications and the  ways to derive the rules of Shari‘ah from the 

texts of revelation  
 

a) Based on the formation of words/ sentences 

     -Specific (Khass):  

          i) Command (al-Amr) and Prohibition ( al-Nahy) 

                  - Expression forms of Commands (al-Awamir) 

             - The definition of  command (al Amr) and its effects/  

                indications: 

               *Obligation (wajib or fard) 

               *Recommendation (nadb) 

               *Permissibility (ibahah) 

  

               ii) Prohibition (al-Nahy) 



                 - Expression Forms of Prohibitions (al-Nawahi) 

            -The definition of a prohibition (al-Nahy) 

      

          iii)Absolute (al-Mutlaq) 

          iv)limited (al-Muqayyad)   

         -General (al-‘Am) 

         -The common (al-Mushtarak) 

         -The interpreted (al-mu’awwal) 

6- 7th meeting 

b) Based on the usage of words/ sentences for specific meanings 

         -al-haqiqi (literal) 

         -al-Majazi (methaporical) 

         -al-sarih (clear ) 

         -al-kinayah (not clear and unequivocal) 

 

c) Based on the degree of clarity of indication of words / sentences 

toward specific meanings 

 i-Clear indicative  words (Alfaz Wadihah) 

      -The manifest (zahir) 

      -The explicit (Nass) 

      -The unequivocal (Mufassar) 

      -The perspicuouc (Muhkam) 

ii- Unclear indication  words (al-Alfaz Ghayr al-Wadihah) 

      -The obscure (Khafi) 

      -The difficult (Mushkil) 

      -The Ambivalent (Mujmal) 

      -The intricate (Mutashabih) 

8th meeting Test competency I 

9-11th meeting 

d) Based on the ways the above types of words/ sentences have   

         indicated toward specific meanings  

     -The Explicit meaning (‘Ibarah al-Nass) 

     -The Alluded meaning (Isharah al-Nass) 

     -The Inferred meaning (Dalalat al-Nass, Fahwa al-khitab,   

       mafhum al- muwafaqah. ) 

     -Required meaning (IqtiÌa’ al-Nass) 

     -Divergent meaning (Mafhum al-Mukhalafah) 

 

Conflicts of  evidences (tadaruj al-’adillah) 

     Opinion of Muslim scholars 

     Conditions and divisions 

     The methods of solution 

12-13th meeting 

 

Abrogation (Naskh): 

Definition and Conditions 

Its wisdoms and divisions 

The distinction between abrogation and specification 

 



Objectives of al-Shari‘ah: 

     Historical Development 

     Definition of Maqasid and its importance 

     Types and Classification of Maqasid al-Shari‘ah 

     Levels of Maqasid 

     Five Dhauriyat and human needs 

     Conditions of Application of Maqasid  

14-15th meeting 

Personal Reasoning (Ijtihad): 

     Definition and its importance 

     The (hukm) of Ijtihad 

     The procedure of Ijtihad 

     The spaces available for Ijtihad 

     The forms of Ijtihad 

      Degree of Ijtihad 

      Taqlid 

      Talfiq 

      Hilah and Adoption of Rukhsah 

      Fatwa (The need of ijtihad for an Islamic economic methodology) 

 

Collective and individual 

    Opinion 

      Consensus of scholars (al-Ijmaa’) 

Formal opinions of the companions 

Formal opinions of the scholars 

 

Developed opinions (ar-Ra’y) 

a) Opinion based on anology (al-Qiyaas) 

b) Juristic preferences (al-Istihsaan) 

c) Public Interest (al-Istislaah) 

d) Customs/norms (al-‘Urf / al-‘Aadah) 

e) Presumption of continuity (al-Istishaab) 

f) Blocking the means (Sad-uz-zaraai’) 

g) Shariah revealed to the earlier Prophets (Ash-Shariah man 

h) qablana) 
 

Maxims of Fiqh (Qawa‘id al Fiqhiyah): 

     Legal maxims on: 

- Intention 

- Doubt and certainty 

- Eliminating detriment 

- The rules of relaxation 

- Give and take 

- The rules about benefits versus liability of relaxation 

- Public welfare 

- The role of custom 

- Other related maxims 



16th meeting Test competency II 

 

Rules of class meeting: 

1. A class will be managed by class leader, consists of a class leader and its deputy. 

They are selected democratically according to class members’ aggrement. The class 

leaders will get additional appreciation in terms of marks for respectively 10% and 

7.5% out of normal marking arrangement above. Practically, they are responsible for 

several tasks: 

a. Ensuring class attendance and venue 

b. Ensuring class assignment timely collected 

c. Intermediating communicating between lecturer and students 

d. Assisting other related tasks concerning class if deemed necessary 

2. Students are allowed to join class for tolerated maximum 20 minutes for late 

attendance, otherwise are forbidden entering class 

3. Students who are absence due to getting sick and organizational activities must 

inform the lecturer and class leader 2 hours prior the class starts. 

4. Late assignment submission will not be entertained and accepted 

5. Students who were absence for three consequtive weeks or accumulately has 3 

unclear  absence, are not allowed to join class for the entire semester . 

6. Test examination and assignment results will be openly announced 

7. Students who got D and E on his final marks, must repeat the course on the next 

academic year 

8. Cheating and any dishonest conduct will lead to dismissal 

9. Students are required to actively visit library and review a book at least once a week. 

The visits will imply to additional 5% mark in the end of semester. A visit must get 

stamp from the library staff.     

10. Grading System  

Grading and Weight Interval (%) 

A A≥80 

AB 75≤AB<80 

B 65≤B<75 

BC 60≤BC<65 

C 50≤C<60 

D 35≤D<50 

E <35 
 

 


